2010-02-08 Conference Call
Meeting minutes for February 8, 2010
1. Sakai/OSP 2.6 Issues and Status (Bug fixes can be verified on the following QA servers Nightly Build (HSQLDB) or Nightly build
(Oracle))
SAK-16433 FCK editor freeform portfolio item plugin does not create hyperlink. On Noah's plate. Fix is to remove stuff
that has been there since the beginning. Do we really want to do that.
SAK-17953 Lynn reported for 2.6 and 2.7. Mail to urls and links to embedded named anchors in FCK fields are being
removed from forms when they are saved. Code also gets removed if you embed videos. Beth has been working on
making it possible to embed videos. SAK-12217 SAK-15523. Michigan just implemented them in production this
weekend and will report back.
2. Sakai 2.7 Development Status
Status update: 2.7 QA Testing (The OSP Test Scripts can be found at OSP Test Scriptsand Scripts for Testing IU
Enhancements) Use the OSP Test Scripts page as your home base for testing instead of the old System Test Scripts
page. The new page indicates in red which scripts have been updated. The updating has been based on importance, so
for example, the Set-up Portfolio Site script hasn't been updated, since not many people are using portfolio sites. The
IU matrix test scripts are in the process of being integrated into the existing scripts.
Status update: Code review / bug fixes - info from Alan Berg - SAK-17647 Noah will be working on that this week.
Known issues remaining for merged SAK-15710 (IU enhancements)
SAK-17350 Broken link back to associated assignment when editing a cell. Lynn was pretty sure it had been
fixed.
SAK-16557 Indexes are missing on OSP tables with Oracle. Noah needs to do it in time for 2.7.
SAK-17323 In Portfolios tool, prompt user to give portfolio a name at the time of creation. Implemented and merged
into trunk. On the list for 2.7 -- do we want to pull it in for 2.7? Noah will send around email with list of things we want
to consider for 2.7. Unicon might be able to look at some of the open Jiras.
SAK-17735 Test form zip file fails to import with unexpected MIME type. We have to pick, do we trust the browser of
pick for the user? What are the odds of one being more correct than the other. Alan seemed to think that both kernel
behavior and OSP code should be changed.
SAK-17736 Lines disappear in the Actions column in the Add Attachment form. Edges of table disappear when you
scroll. Problem with hairline borders in FF. Gonzalo has a note -- seems to be intermittent behavior. Take it off this list
since we can't really reproduce it, much less fix it.
SAK-17753 Error when importing a form Beth fixed. Needs to be verified.
SAK-17754 NPE upon clicking Manage Site Associations on qa8 (WebSphere issue?) Might be related to WebSphere.
Should retest with new beta.
SAK-17852 !site.template.portfolio lacks roster perms for all roles. Lynn reported. No users are showing up in roster.
No one working on it.
SAK-17853 Unsubmitted linked assignments display in matrix if instructor clicks "grade" or "view submissions" link in
Assignments
TBD - desynchronization/caching of matrix cell content (users complain of lost portfolio content) Michigan will be
working on this, and Noah will create a Jira.
SAK-17940 Auto-select of Portfolio Forms causing intermittent problems. Related to 17326. Michigan is looking at this.
SAK-17873 (Security issue) Related to filtering input of portfolio page and running it through processor.
SAK-17888 Can't select XSL file in Portfolio Template wizard with IE. Related to SAK-17587.
SAK-17953 In OSP Forms, mailto links and links to named anchors deleted on save.
3. Sakai 2.8 Development Status
SAK-17351 Duplicating portfolios Aaron couldn't demo the duplicate function until after the meeting ended, but we
went over the Feature Template. All features that are copied should be listed specifically. Noah will work with Chris to
get it up on a test server so we can try it out. Aaron will demo next week.
SAK-16693 Roster Synchronization (Review Pending on February 15th)
SAK-15547 Skip First Step of Portfolio Creation (if only one choice presented to user)
SAK-17653 OSP Column/Row names are not updated at the cell title level
SAK-17579 OSP fails if compiled on Java 1.6
SAK-13728 Desire to see the other types of data that have been entered for the cell in the matrix graphical layout.
Currently you see that you've entered data, but it's not clear whether it is a reflection, feedback, or evaluation. Same
amount of work to do all three as to do just reflections, so Aaron did all three. Used Silk icons. People should feel free
to suggest different icons. He chose light bulb for reflection, magnifying glass for feedback, and check for evaluation.
Will discuss merging next week. We should try to get it into 2.7.
4. Standing Agenda
Virtual conference about Learning Capabilities took place Thursday and Friday. On Wednesday at 12 noon the revised
themes will be reviewed. Jan will be going through and make sure that portfolio needs are represented, though not
identified as portfolio needs.

